ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PARAMEDIC TRANSITION PROGRAM

*PARAMEDICs are eligible for admission to the program as a PARAMEDIC Bridge transition student if they meet all of the following requirements by the established deadline. All information must be submitted on the current application forms and carry appropriate signatures.

Has provided an official transcript documenting completion of a Paramedic Program to the Admission and Record’s Office

License must be valid, unrestricted, unencumbered.

Has a completed Chipola College admission file in the Admission and Record’s Office and has been fully admitted to the college; provisional admission to the college is insufficient

Has completed the Chipola College Nursing Application for Admission.

Has provided documentation of completion of a standard high school diploma or equivalent (GED) to the Admission and Record’s Office

Has provided official transcripts of all previous postsecondary coursework to the Admission and Record’s Office

Has taken the HESI (Health Education Systems, INC.) exam and passed with a composite score on reading and Math subtest with a 75% or above. Scores cannot be more than two years old.

Has completed the following college credit courses with a grade of “C” or higher

- SLS 1101
- ENC 1101
- MAC 1105
- PSY 2012
- DEP 2004
- HUMANITIES
- BSC 2093 (prerequisite BSC 1088 or 1005)
- BSC 2093L
- BSC 2094
- BSC 2094L
- MCB 2010
- MCB 2010L
- NUR 1002

All students who satisfy the above eligibility requirements will be admitted to the program unless the number of eligible applicants exceeds the available openings.

If the number of eligible applicants exceeds the available openings, then students will be admitted on the basis of their scores on a point system. The students with the highest number of points shall be admitted first. There are no partial points in the categories; to be awarded points, the student must fully satisfy the conditions of the category.